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This week, we begin reading Deuteronomy, the 5th book of the 
Torah.  The English name comes from the Greek words, deuteros 
nomos meaning “second law”.  This in-turn is drawn from the 
Hebrew name our sages gave the book, “Mishneh Torah.”  It was 
so named because Moses reviews the history of our people after 
leaving Egypt and repeats the main points of the law contained in 
the Torah.  

Deuteronomy is not a strict retelling of the law.  There are parts 
of the law that are not repeated, and Moses presents some new 
laws.  And some events are stated differently; for example, in 
Numbers, G-d told Moses to send the spies, but our Parsha states 
that the people asked Moses to send the spies.  (See: Num. 13:2; 
Deut. 1:22) 

D’Varim, the traditional name of this book, and this week’s 
Parsha, comes from the first sentence we read: “These are the 
words which Moses spoke to all Israel on that side of the 
Jordon…” (Deut. 1:1.)  This sentence reveals an important 
change.  Moses is speaking directly to the people, rather than 
conveying G-d’s messages.  Recall that when G-d chose Moses to 
lead the people from Egypt, Moses said to G-d, “I beseech You O 
Lord.  I am not a man of words….I am heavy of mouth and heavy 
of tongue.” (Ex. 4:10).  In D’varim, we find Moses, at the end of 
his life, commanding and leading the Israelites using his own 
words.   

And the Israelites he is speaking to also have changed.  The 
survivors of the Exodus and the generation born in the wilderness 
are free.  They no longer are the slaves who left Egypt.  Perhaps 
this transformation is what allowed Moses to speak with ease and 
to lighten his mouth and tongue.  

There are 622,700 words in the Five Books of Moses, at least 
according to wordcounter.net. (https://wordcounter.net/blog/
2016/02/21/101241_how-many-pages-are-there-in-the-
bible.html).  It is not an exaggeration to say that these words are 
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the basis for the survival of the Jewish people for more than 
3,000 years.  Let’s unpack that sentence. 

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, discussing the work of the late political 
scientist Daniel Elazar, describes three types of political structures 
that control the function of human societies.  The first structure is 
created by conquest. This produces a hierarchical society with the 
conqueror on top, his agents in the middle, and the people 
underneath.  

The second is by organic development, from families to tribes to 
large national structures.  In such societies power gravitates to 
the large landowning elites who emerge from this development. 

The third type of structure is created by covenant.  According to 
Professor Elazar, Covenant societies “emphasize the deliberate 
coming together of humans as equals” to establish societies that 
“reaffirm their fundamental equality and retain their basic rights.”  
(See Daniel Elazar, Covenant and Polity in Biblical Israel: Biblical 
Foundations and Jewish Expressions (London: Routledge, 1994), 
35–50., quoted in ) Sacks, Jonathan. Deuteronomy: Renewal of 
the Sinai Covenant (Covenant & Conversation Book 5) (p. 33). 
The Toby Press. Kindle Edition.)   

Important examples of covenant based societies are the Swiss, 
Dutch, Scots, English Puritans, and Americans.  All these societies 
are based on national covenants.   

According to Professor Elazar’s theory, conquest represents 
politics of power; organic development represents politics of land 
or territory; and covenant represents politics of words—D’varim.  
Covenantal politics requires a written instrument.  The United 
States is based on Federal and state Constitutions, the 
Declaration of Independence and federal and state written laws.  
And while the US is blessed with a unique geography, its societal 
politics do not depend on that or on conquest.  Rather, we are 
governed by our laws.  By our words—our D’varim.   
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Judaism is at its heart a covenantal society.  Throughout our 
history Jews have been the victims of conquest, not the victors.  
Through most of our history, we have not had our own land.  But 
we have our Torah—our covenant—that guides us legally, morally 
and ethically no matter what politicians control our society or 
where we are living.   

As we approach Tisha B’av next Saturday night and Sunday, we 
become aware of the existential role that our words, the Torah, 
have played in our history.  Among the tragedies that happened 
on the 9th of Av in history are the slander of the spies that 
resulted in the 40 years of travel in the wilderness; the 
destruction of the first temple in 423 BCE and the second in 70 
CE;  the expulsion of the Jews from England in 1290 and from 
Spain in 1492; and the beginning of the clearing of the Warsaw 
ghetto.  (See, Zweig, Yitzchak, Shabbat  Shalom Fax, August 6, 
2022, (https://mcusercontent.com/d86c63cb9a11fec32fdcc4224/
files/16653758-b8b5-16af-84a8-7326318e2987/
SSW_Devarim_5782.pdf)) 

The Jewish people survived these tragedies while many other 
nations, societies and religions perished around us.  We have 
done so because of the covenantal nature of Judaism.  Because 
we have D’Varim, our words, our Torah that we keep sacred no 
matter how we are threatened or where we live.  May we always 
continue to do so.  

********* 
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